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To educate individuals to become compassionate and responsible global citizens 
who contribute towards sustainable development.
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Pongal celebration

Pongal celebration began from Vidya Ganapathy Temple
with the musical band. There were Kummi, Sprouts and
Silambam, Valli Kummi, Songs of Bharathidasan, Folk
dance and Suryanamaskaram. Several events and
Gopooja were organised. The day was a token of
expressing our gratitude to Surya Bhagavan.
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Republic Day

Republic Day at CVM, paid tribute to the nation and the
leaders who toiled risking their lives. The Guard of
Honour and Unfurling the Flag were administered by the
principal. The flag song, national song, pledge and the
march of school captains were ceremoniously done with
due respect. The programs were grade 8 class time
along with Tamil and English speeches, Dance,Song and
LIM Insights. The skit which was written and enacted by
the students on "Basic Must-Learn of Republic Day"
earned a lot of appreciation from the audience. The
celebration met its closing with the National Anthem
followed by sharing of sweets.
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"The Vizha" in Chettinad Vidya 
Mandir School, Karur.7th January, 

2023.

The Vizha - A grand extravaganza was organised by the
student Council of Chettinad Vidya Mandir, Karur to
showcase various talents of schools in Karur. The Vizha
was inaugurated by Ms. Vidya.M.S, the Principal of
Chettinad Vidya Mandir, Mr.Muthukumaran Selvam, the
Secretary, Chettinad Vidya Mandir and Dr. Punitha, the
Principal of Chettnad College of Engineering and
Technology. Around 300 students from 17 schools in
Karur, participated enthusiastically. The various
competitions such as Dance, Debate, Essay writing,
Photography, Junk art, Intellectual games, Basket
ball..etc were conducted. All the participants were
given certificates. Cash prizes and special prizes were
given to the best performing schools for Individual and
group competitions as SEVA amount. The SEVA amount
will be utilized by the schools for various activities with
a Social cause. The championship trophies were given
to the winning schools by the Principal and the
Secretary. Selvan Vishal of Morning star school
emerged as "Mr.Vizha". The opening and closing
ceremonies were colorful and spectacular with the
dance performances by the students of Chettinad Vidya
Mandir, Karur. The entire event was planned, organised
and executed by the student council of Chettinad Vidya
Mandir.
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Club Activities - Parampara Club

Inspired by the orientation on the pottery, textiles and
the handicrafts of India, the club members of
Parampara Club painted the ikat designs through the tie
and dye method. Students soften the clay using
necessary tools to create a Diya on a pottery wheel run
by batteries. They studied the working of the wheels
and its importance in the pottery industry. Children
weaved mats with coconut leaves and plates using
Badami leaves. This was a great exploration about the
culture and the tradition of our eco-friendly-ancestors.
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Grade VII students measured the perimeter of cricket

pitch and calculated the measurement of net to cover

it. They also measured the stage to understand the

concept of perimeter of semi-circle.

Learning Measurement
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Menu Card

Students of grade VIII, prepared menu cards for their
imaginary shops, restaurants and ice-cream parlours.
They found themselves as fine designers while
preparing the menu cards and dissecting all the
requirements to make a professional menu card to
attract the customers. They could relate themselves to
any beginner of business to earn trust, increase
expectation and cover all the stipulations of such
careers.
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Temples and its Holiness

Students of grade IX Hastinapura drew their

favourite temples that they visited and described their

experience and significance of the temples. This was a

starter activity for the lesson "Kathmandu" in English It

conveys the message that the purity of holy places

must be upheld, by telling us how we pollute them

thoughtlessly through disposal of our clothes,

cremating corpses, and dumping litter.”
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Pongal Celebration in Assembly

Children of IX-3 made a class presentation during special

assembly on Harvest Festival in different states of India

as a part of Pongal Celebration. The connection of all the

states and its unique features enriched students’

knowledge on Pongal.
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Chettipalayam, Puliyur C.F, Karur District, Tamil Nadu.

Contact Numbers: T +(0)4324 251977, M +(0)9786696574

E-mail: info@chettinadvidyamandir.org 

Website: www.chettinadvidyamandir.org


